
How outsourcing your 
dental billing is profitable

Minimize overhead costs
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The dental industry is undergoing significant disruptive changes. It is imperative that dental billing 
changes with it. In this age of rapid technological development and growth, hiring and maintaining a 
well-qualified team to manage billing and collections add to the overhead costs, pulling the profit 
down. The sheer amount of daily incoming data for billing — along with the need to hire and then train 
skilled staff — has resulted in many providers outsourcing their Revenue Cycle Management. 
Moreover, outsourcing improves profits by up to 10 percent in net collections, thereby boosting team 
morale.

Introduction

To outsource or not to outsource, that is the question

Understanding the needs of your dental practice

“Should I outsource my billing operations?” is a question that more and more dentists and practice 
owners are asking themselves. The answer often varies and is generally dependent on these three 
crucial factors:

To understand the impact your current billing pipeline has on your revenue cycle, we have to first take 
into account the various direct and indirect costs that your practice is currently incurring.

The second consideration would be the safety of your patients’ data on outsourcing. This is crucial, 
and the outsourcing team should comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
HIPAA regulations.

Your dental 
practice needs

Type of service 
best suited

Capital gain from 
outsourcing your RCM

How Outsourcing Your Dental Billing is Profitable

Direct Costs

Indirect Costs

Benefits and employer fee, Clearinghouse fee, Statement fee, Direct claim costs, 

Hourly wages

Claim rejections, Denials, Reduction in cash flow, Bad debts



Choosing the RCM service type you need

Depending on the billing requirements of your practice, a proper solution needs to be selected and 
implemented. Among the variety of services available, let us look into the two major types of 
outsourcing:

Basic outsourcing, as the name suggests, outsources all of your billing tasks, including claim and 
denial management, to a team of experts. Most outsourcing firms offer this service, but it requires 
an in-house team at the service location to coordinate and handle processes such as patient 
registration and credentialing.

Fullstack outsourcing delivers the whole package where you hand over almost the entirety of your 
revenue cycle to an RCM team. This service involves the provision of a software or technology tool 
working in tandem with a team of experts. They cover almost every aspect of the billing cycle and 
may even provide practice consultation.

Basic outsourcing

Fullstack outsourcing
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Claim management

Rejection management and claim re-working

Denial management

Financial reporting

Handling patient statements

Credentialing

Eligibility verification

Claim research and follow-up on A/R

Dental coding services

Charge submission

Practice Management Software PMS

No extra clearinghouse fees 

No need for fulltime billing staff

Fullstack outsourcingBasic outsourcing



Another concern that practices with an existing in-house team may have is the reallocation of staff. 
Outsourcing doesn't necessarily mean that the team should be disbanded; instead, they can be 
delegated to contribute more in other projects. An example of this would be in the creation of a 
financial counselor or finance trainer for your patients to better understand benefits and other claim-
related concepts. 

Deciding to outsource the RCM of your dental practice cannot be distilled to just an evaluation of 
advantages and disadvantages. We have to factor in real-world metrics, which provide an estimate on 
the actual return on investment in outsourcing. These are First Pass Acceptance Rate, Days in 
Accounts Receivable, and Net Collection Rate.

Calculating the capital gain from outsourcing your RCM

To have a detailed understanding of how outsourcing increases profitability, let us examine its 
advantages and disadvantages.

Eliminates overhead costs

Improves cash flow

Reduces the risk of insurance-payor debt

Improves patient satisfaction

Reduces opportunities for internal fraud 
and embezzlement

Facilitates increased focus on patient care

Limits flexibility in involved processes

Reduces the control of the practice in the 
billing process

Leads to existing billing staff to be 
reassigned to other departments

Advantages Disadvantages
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First Pass Acceptance Rate FPAR

FPAR is the number of claims accepted for processing by the payor on their first submission. It is 
calculated as a percentage of claims accepted by the payor to the total number of claims filed. This 
Key Performance  Indicator KPI shows how efficient your revenue cycle is. In an ideal scenario, FPAR 
is above 95 percent at all times.
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Net Collection Rate NCR

The NCR gives an insight into the total gain or loss of collection in your revenue cycle. It indicates the 

total amount due from payers and patients collected after contractual adjustments. The Net Collection 

Rate is the percentage of the difference between the total charges and payor-disallowed amount, to 

the total payments.

Number of claims per month

Dental Depot RCM numbers for the first 3 months after outsourcing

562

Reduction in Days in A/R 40%

37%

190%

32.5%

Outsourced RCM fee in % of net collections 5%

Average monthly insurance collections $52,000

Average hourly wage for billing staff $20

Days in A/R for insurance with RCM services  Non-ortho 37 days

Days in A/R for insurance 64 days

Average net collections 83%

Current number of full-time billing staff 1.5

Days in A/R for insurance  Non-ortho 59 days

Retained full-time billing staff 0

Average monthly insurance collections with RCM services $151,000

Number of full-time providers 1.5 GP 1 SPEC

Reduction in Days in A/R

Increase in monthly insurance collections

Increase in net collections %

Days in A/R for insurance with RCM services 38 days

Average net collections with RCM services 110%

Multi-location group practice, 

Dental Depot DFW, saw a marked 

improvement after taking up 

CareStack’s RCM service.

32.5%

40%

95%

190%

Dental Depot - Case study

Net collections

Days in A/R

First Pass Acceptance Rate FPAR

Monthly insurance collections

Days in Accounts Receivable

Days in Accounts Receivable is the average time it takes to receive payment for a service. Ideally, the 

Days in A/R should be under 50 days. To post a profit, it needs to be below 30 days.

Read more about how CareStack 

boosted and streamlined Dental 

Depot's RCM in this case study.

https://www.carestack.com/case-study/dental-depot-dfw/
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CareStack, an all-in-one solution for your dental practice management

CareStack was built with group practices in mind and aimed at streamlining every workflow 
throughout your dental practice. Our RCM solution allows dental practices to focus more on patients 
and less on collections.

Reporting & analytics Payment posting

Claim submissionA/R Follow-up

Denial management Eligibility and verification

CareStack also provides a team of RCM specialists ready to aid and maximize revenue from your 
billing cycle.
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